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Abstract — Recently, retrieval of various video data has become an important issue as more and more multimedia content services are being provided. To effectively deal with video data, a semantic-based retrieval scheme that allows for processing diverse user queries and saving them on the database is required. In this regard, this paper proposes a semantic-based video retrieval system that allows the user to search video data for electrical safety–related educational purposes by means of automatic annotation processing. If the user inputs a keyword to search video data for electrical safety–related educational purposes, the mobile agent of the proposed system extracts the features of the video data that are afterwards learned in a continuous manner, and detailed information on electrical safety education is saved on the database. The proposed system is designed to enhance video data retrieval efficiency for electrical safety–related educational purposes.

1. Introduction

With advancements in network and multimedia data compression technologies, rapid progress has recently been made in technologies that enable multimedia content services.

As a result, user demand for large-capacity video data in mobile environments is growing. To meet the diverse needs of different users, a vast amount of video data needs to be effectively managed [1]. The effective and efficient management of video data requires a technology that enables systematic classification and integration of large-capacity video data. In addition, a system allowing for effective retrieval and storage of video data should be in place to provide users with information on video data according to diverse user environments, for example, on mobile terminals [2]. However, compared with desktop computers, mobile terminals have many inherent restraints such as low CPU processing rate/bandwidth/battery capacity, and small screens[3,4]. In particular, low CPU processing rates and bandwidths are key inhibitors to servers that aim to provide seamless multimedia data. To ensure the effective retrieval and playout of video data on mobile terminals, CPU performance of terminals must be improved, and network technologies and systematic video data indexing technologies must be developed. Currently, studies that focus on addressing such restraints on mobile terminals and effectively indexing video data are being actively conducted [5,6]. However, such video indexing methods are based on simply classifying video genres or types, rather than on reflecting user needs. To attach various types of information to video data is difficult since video data contain no textualized information relative to typical text data. As such, there is a need for semantic–based retrieval using additional information such as frames, key frames, and annotations, in video. It is very important to make information on video data more systematic and concrete so that the user can perform content–based retrieval of such video data [7].

2. Video Retrieval Scheme

Studies currently being conducted on content–based video data retrieval are largely divided into the following: 1) a feature–based retrieval scheme that uses similarity by extracting features from key frames; and 2) an annotation–based retrieval scheme in which a comparative retrieval is performed on a user’s annotation that has been inputted and saved for a key frame [8]. However, both content–based video data retrieval methods have some drawbacks. In the case of the annotation–based retrieval scheme, retrieval is performed such that, if the user attaches annotations using characters to the semantic information of individual video data whose automatic recognition is difficult, the video data are saved on the database and extracted by already attached annotations during retrieval[9]. This scheme offers the advantage of correctly expressing and retrieving video contents because the user can process video contents with annotations while watching a video. However, the user has to attach annotations to each individual video one by one through the use of characters. This not only involves a lot of time and effort, but also causes a vast amount of unnecessary annotations. In addition, it cannot achieve retrieval accuracy since many different annotators attach their own meanings to videos. In the case of the feature–based retrieval scheme, retrieval is performed in such a way as to extract low–level feature information (i.e., color, texture, regional information, and spatial color distribution) from video data[10]. Since this scheme focuses on performing similarity retrieval through extraction of visual features from the videos themselves, extracting visual features is very important. However, extracting
accurate feature information from a lot of videos is a challenging task. In addition, matching extracted feature information to a vast amount of video data is not easy in the performance of retrieval. This paper proposes a semantic-based video retrieval system that allows an automatic indexing agent to learn users' queries and their results as a means of automatically updating the video server's metadata in a continuous manner.

3. Video Retrieval System Based on Mobile Agent

3.1 Automatic Indexing Processing

The indexing agent extracts keywords from the queries submitted from the user for video retrieval, and matches them with basic annotation information stored in the metadata. Then, it detects the key frames that has the same keywords as annotation information, and sends them to the user. Figure 1 presents the architecture of annotation-based retrieval performed by the indexing agent in the Agent Middleware.

Figure 1. Architecture for Mobile Indexing Agent & Multimedia DB Server

Once entered, queries submitted from the user are analyzed, and keywords are extracted. The user's keywords extracted are matched with the annotation information of metadata stored in the annotation database. As a result of matching, the key frames having exactly matched keywords are detected in the database, and then they are sent to the user. Additionally, the keywords that do not exactly match annotation information among queries received from the user are defined as potential keywords.

Figure 2. Automatic Annotation Processing

If the mobile agent receives queries on retrieval of video contents from the user, it extracts keywords among query words and matches them to the basic annotation information of the metadata. It then detects key frames that have the same keywords as the annotation information and sends them to the user. Figure 2 shows an overall schematic of how annotations are automatically processed by the mobile agent. As illustrated in Figure 2, once a user's query is inputted, a corresponding keyword is extracted following an analysis of the user's query. The extracted user's keyword is matched to the corresponding annotation information of metadata in the annotation database. As a result, the key frames that have correctly matched keywords as annotation information are extracted from the database and forwarded to the user. In addition, the keywords among users' query words that aren't correctly matched to the annotation information are defined as potential keywords. The candidate key frames that are extracted according to the user's queries sent by the mobile agent are transmitted to the user in the form of exemplified image lists. They are displayed in descending order. If the user selects his/her desired key frame among key frame lists, the selected key frame becomes the secondary query image. Then, potential keywords are included in the annotation information of a corresponding key frame to make the meaning of the key frame more concrete. In addition, every time annotations are automatically processed by users' queries, the keywords extracted from individual users' queries and the selected example images are matched together. The similar weight values of accurately matched keywords are increased while those of unmatched keywords are decreased. This leads to making the meaning of annotations for corresponding key frames more concrete. Once the annotator has inputted basic annotation information, the annotation information on key frames is automatically updated whenever the user performs a retrieval of video contents. This significantly reduces the problems that may occur when all individual users do not use identical vocabularies to express video scenes.

3.2 Automatic Annotation Processing Mechanism

Once a user's query consisting of one or more words is inputted, a corresponding keyword is extracted. The key frames containing users' keywords are searched by the extracted keyword inputted by the user. The users' keywords are then classified into "real keywords" and "potential keywords". The accurately matched keywords among keywords in the annotation information are classified as "same keywords", while the accurately unmatched keywords are classified as "difference keywords". Figure 3 shows the classification of keywords which is a preprocessing step to automatic annotation processing. The agent extracts key frames containing identical keywords and displays key frame lists to the user. If the user selects a specific key frame among the key frame lists, semantic weight values are calculated for each individual keyword that belongs to the specific
key frame. Where annotation keywords in the keyframe are same keywords, new semantics weight is calculated as Equ (1):

$$W_{Keyword\_new} = W_{Keyword\_old} + \frac{1}{N_{Keywords\_SK}}$$

(1)

While $W_{Keyword\_new}$ is the new semantics weight for annotation keywords and $W_{Keyword\_old}$ is the previous semantics weight for annotation keywords. $N_{Keywords\_SK}$ is the number of keyframes with same keywords. In the meantime, where annotation keywords in the keyframe are difference keywords, new semantics weight is calculated as Equ (2):

$$W_{Keyword\_new} = W_{Keyword\_old} - \frac{1}{N_{Keywords\_SK}}$$

(2)

4. Implementation and Experimental Evaluation

4.1 Implementation

Figure 4 shows the interface that allows the user to perform semantic-based retrieval on a mobile terminal. The user can search key frames for his/her desired scenes by inputting several search words.

![Fig.3. Mobile Client Interface for Annotation-based Retrieval](image)

4.2 Experimental Evaluation

MPEG formatted movie video files were used as domains for video data in order to evaluate the proposed system. For the purpose of this study, we used some 20 movies for electric safety education that had corresponding videos totaling 38 video clip files, and detected a total of 20,292 keyframes. By default, a single annotation was attached to 3,714 keyframes, except that a keyframe has duplicate portions due to successive cuts or that individual objects of a keyframe are indistinguishable. In order to evaluate the proposed system for overall retrieval precision and recall, user queries were performed more than 500 times. Figure 5 illustrates the precision and recall of retrieval for this system.

![Fig.5. Retrieval Recall & Precision of the Proposed System](image)

5. Conclusions

This paper presents a video retrieval system that allows the user to perform various semantics retrievals using automatic indexing techniques for large capacity multimedia data in wireless network. As with experiment results, the proposed system was able to improve retrieval precision for semantics-based video data retrieval as well as produce high precision at an approximate rate of 95.9% as a result of testing and evaluating user queries. Proposed system showed precision that improve more using optimized comparison area detection and reduced overhead of system and retrieval time in mobile phone.
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